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Bowser the Hound Thornton W. Burgess 2012-09-19 Bowser the Hound,
outsmarted so often by Old Man Coyote, is taken advantage of once again when
the coyote leads him on a long chase that ends far from the canine's home.
American Narrow Gauge Railroads George W. Hilton 1994 This is a
comprehensive, illustrated account of the growth and decline of American narrow
gauge railroading. It documents a long-gone era, bringing to life ancient steam
locomotives, railroads and rolling stock that have mostly disappeared without
trace. The basic facts and information on the subject are heavily illustrated with
photographs, drawings and maps, presented in an encyclopedia format.
Assessing Site Significance Donald L. Hardesty 2000 Of the many properties listed
on the National Register of Historic Places, only 7% are archaeological sites. With

the Register designed to primarily assess the historical significance of standing
sites, archaeologists have had difficulty translating eligibility criteria to sites known
primarily from archaeological work. Hardesty and Little provide practical guidance
for archaeologists and others on how to examine these properties for their
historical significance, both for academic reasons and for proposal to the Register.
This useful guide will be helpful for anyone working in a cultural resource
management context with recent archaeological sites.
The Historical Archaeology of Virginia from Initial Settlement to the Present
Clarence R. Geier 2017-02-10 The book includes six chapters that cover Virginia
history from initial settlement through the 20th century plus one that deals with the
important role of underwater archaeology. Written by prominent archaeologists
with research experience in their respective topic areas, the chapters consider
important issues of Virginia history and consider how the discipline of historic
archaeology has addressed them and needs to address them . Changes in
research strategy over time are discussed , and recommendations are made
concerning the need to recognize the diverse and often differing roles and impacts
that characterized the different regions of Virginia over the course of its historic
past. Significant issues in Virginia history needing greater study are identified.
A History of Rockbridge County, Virginia

Oren F. Morton 1920
Virginia Virginia Writers' Project 1972 Virginia: A Guide To The Old Dominion of
the American Guide Series written by the FWP reviews the history of Virginia.
Catena Librorum Tacendorum Henry Spencer Ashbee 1885
History of Mifflin County Joseph Cochran 1879
Chicago Trolleys David Sadowski 2017-09-25 Chicago's extensive transit system
first started in 1859, when horsecars ran on rails in city streets. Cable cars and
electric streetcars came next. Where new trolley car lines were built, people,
businesses, and neighborhoods followed. Chicago quickly became a world-class
city. At its peak, Chicago had over 3,000 streetcars and 1,000 miles of track--the
largest such system in the world. By the 1930s, there were also streamlined
trolleys and trolley buses on rubber tires. Some parts of Chicago's famous "L"
system also used trolley wire instead of a third rail. Trolley cars once took people
from the Loop to such faraway places as Aurora, Elgin, Milwaukee, and South
Bend. A few still run today.
Transnational American Memories Udo J. Hebel 2009 The volume extends
scholary explorations of U.S. American cultures of memory, commemorative
identity construction, and the politics of remembrance into the topical field of
transnational and comparative American studies. The interdisciplinary range of

issues and materials engaged includes literary texts, personal accounts, and
cultural performances from colonial times through the immediate present, the
significance of war monuments and ethnic memorials in Europe, Asia, and the
U.S., films about 9/11, public sculptures and the fine arts, American world ?s fairs
as international sites of memory.
The White Pass and Yukon Route Stan Cohen 1990
A History of the Juniata Valley and Its People John Woolf Jordan 1913
Spearhead of Logistics Benjamin King 2016-02-25 Spearhead of Logistics is a
narrative branch history of the U.S. Army's Transportation Corps, first published in
1994 for transportation personnel and reprinted in 2001 for the larger Army
community. The Quartermaster Department coordinated transportation support for
the Army until World War I revealed the need for a dedicated corps of specialists.
The newly established Transportation Corps, however, lasted for only a few years.
Its significant utility for coordinating military transportation became again
transparent during World War II, and it was resurrected in mid-1942 to meet the
unparalleled logistical demands of fighting in distant theaters. Finally becoming a
permanent branch in 1950, the Transportation Corps continued to demonstrate its
capability of rapidly supporting U.S. Army operations in global theaters over the
next fifty years. With useful lessons of high-quality support that validate the

necessity of adequate transportation in a viable national defense posture, it is an
important resource for those now involved in military transportation and movement
for ongoing expeditionary operations. This text should be useful to both officers
and noncommissioned officers who can take examples from the past and apply the
successful principles to future operations, thus ensuring a continuing legacy of
Transportation excellence within Army operations. Additionally, military science
students and military historians may be interested in this volume.
Montana; 1909 Labor Montana Bureau of Agriculture 2021-09-10 This work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in
the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of

keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Fifty Years in the Northwest William Henry Carman Folsom 1888 Chapters start
with historical information about a county or places within the county followed by
biographies of people from those localities.
The Glories of Ireland Joseph Dunn 2009 The Glories of Ireland was written in
1914. Joseph Dunn felt that the accomplishments of the Irish were not well known.
He has endeavored to cover the highlights from the past 2000 years. It was hoped
that by putting this information in an accessible format the Irish people could
develop a pride in their race. In order to accomplish this it was necessary to obtain
the assistance of many scholars from many different subject areas. Articles
covered include, The Romance of Irish History by Sir Roger Casement, C.M.G.,
The Island of Saints and Scholars by Very Rev. Canon D'Alton, M.R.I.A., LL.D.,
Irish Monks in Europe by Rev. Columba Edmonds, O.S.B., The Irish and the Sea
by William H. Babcock, LL.B., Irish Love of Learning by Rev. P.S. Dinneen, M.A.,
R.U.I., Irish Men of Science by Sir Bertram C.A. Windle, Sc.D., M.D., Law in
Ireland by Laurence Ginnell, B.L., M.P., Irish Music by W.H. Grattan Flood, Mus.D,
Irish Metal Work by Diarmid Coffey, Irish Manuscripts by Louis Ely O'Carroll, B.A.,
B.L., The Ruins of Ireland by Francis J. Bigger, M.R.I.A., Modern Irish Art by D.J.
O'Donoghue, Ireland at Play by Thomas E. Healy, The Fighting Race by Joseph

I.C. Clarke, The Sorrows of Ireland by John Jerome Rooney, A.M., LL.D., Irish
Leaders by Shane Leslie, Irish Heroines by Alice Milligan, Irish Nationality by Lord
Ashbourne, Famous Irish Societies by John O'Dea, The Irish in the United States
by Michael J. O'Brien, The Irish in Canada by James J. Walsh, M.D., The Irish in
South America by Marion Mulhall, The Irish in Australasia by Brother Leo, F.S.C.,
M.A., The Irish in South Africa by . A Hilliard Atteridge, The Irish Language and
Letters by Douglas Hyde, LL.D., Native Irish Poetry by Georges Dottin, Irish Heroic
Sagas by Eleanor Hull, Irish Precursors of Dante by Sidney Gunn, M.A., Irish
Influence on English Literature by Edmund C. Quiggin, M.A., Irish Folk Lore by
Alfred Perceval Graves, Irish Wit and Humor by Charles L. Graves, The Irish
Theatre by Joseph Holloway, Irish Jjournalists by Michael MacDonagh, The Irish
Literary Revival by Horatio S. Krans, Ph.D., and Irish writers of English by P.J.
Lennox, B.A., Litt. D..
Business Statistics Norean Radke Sharpe 2018 Revised edition of the authors'
Business statistics, [2015]
Classic American Railroads Mike Schafer 2003-09 This book picks up where the
previous two Classic American titles left off, focusing on the golden age of
American railroading from 1945 to the early 1970s. It extends to the present day
where applicable, providing a colorful look at locomotives, passenger and freight

operations, development, and, in some cases, demise. Full color.
Cutting Rhythms Karen Pearlman 2012-08-21 How does a film editor make
decisions about where and when to cut in order to make a film 'feel right'?
Generally speaking, the answer is, 'it's intuitive', which is accurate but leaves one
wanting to know more. Cutting Rhythms breaks down the definition of intuition to
find that, even if rhythmic thinking is intuitive thinking, we can still say more than
we 'just know.' This book offers possibilities rather than prescriptions. It presents
questions an editor or filmmaker can ask themselves about their work, and a clear
and useful vocabulary for working with those questions. Cutting Rhythms makes
ideas about rhythm in film editing clear and accessible, so that you can do more
than just imitate editing you've seen on TV. With this book you'll develop your own
sense of rhythm, refine our rhythmic shaping skills, and increase your creativity-and in so doing, become a better filmmaker.
Hard Hitting Songs for Hard-Hit People Alan Lomax 2012-09-01 Twenty-seven
years in the making (1940–67), this tapestry of nearly two hundred American
popular and protest songs was created by three giants of performance and musical
research: Alan Lomax, indefatigable collector and preserver; Woody Guthrie,
performer and prolific balladeer; and Pete Seeger, entertainer and educator who
has introduced three generations of Americans to their musical heritage. In his

afterword, Pete Seeger recounts the long history of collecting and publishing this
anthology of Depression-era, union-hopeful, and New Deal melodies. With
characteristic modesty, he tells us what’s missing and what’s wrong with the
collection. But more important, he tells us what’s right and why it still matters,
noting songs that have become famous the world over: “Union Maid,” “Which Side
Are You On?,” “Worried Man Blues,” “Midnight Special,” and “Tom Joad.” “Now, at
the turn of the century, the millennium, what’s the future of these songs?” he asks.
“Music is one of the things that will save us. Future songwriters can learn from the
honesty, the courage, the simplicity, and the frankness of these hard-hitting songs.
And not just songwriters. We can all learn.” In addition to 123 photographs and 195
songs, this edition features an introductory note by Nora Guthrie, the daughter of
Woody Guthrie and overseer of the Woody Guthrie Foundation.
Appalachian Trail Thru-Hikers' Companion 2021 Robert Sylvester 2021 The official
guide for AT thru-hikers and section hikers
Railroadiana Bill Knous 2001-01-01 A guide to railroad memorabilia, with
descriptions, over 900 photographs and prices.
1955 Annual Report Coal Mine Inspection Department 2021-09-09 This work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in

the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The California Earthquake of April 18, 1906 California. State Earthquake
Investigation Commission 1910
Crocker-Langley San Francisco Directory 1912
Archaeometry of Pre-Columbian Sites and Artifacts David A. Scott 1994-10-27
Based on the 28th International Archaeometry Symposium jointly sponsored by the
University of California, Los Angeles, and the Getty Conservation Institute, this
volume offers a rare opportunity to survey under a single cover a wide range of
investigations concerning pre-Columbian materials. Twenty chapters detail
research in five principal areas: anthropology and materials science; ceramics;
stone and obsidian; metals; and archaeological sites and dating. Contributions

include Heather Lechtman's investigation of “The Materials Science of Material
Culture,” Ron L. Bishop on the compositional analysis of pre-Columbian pottery
from the Maya region, Ellen Howe on the use of silver and lead from the Mantaro
Valley in Peru, and J. Michael Elam and others on source identification and
hydration dating of obsidian artifacts.
The World of the Maya Sam Osmanagich 2005 Sam Osmanagich transports the
reader to ruined Mayan cities including the brilliant Chichen Itza, elegant Uxmal,
artistic Copan, magical Palenque, forgotten Ek Balam, beautiful Izamal, hidden
Yaxchilan, spiritual Oxkintok, monumental Coba, and colossal Tikal.
Becoming a Public Relations Writer Ronald D. Smith 2003 Aimed at students of
public relations, this second edition provides practical writing instruction for those
preparing to enter the public relations profession. It uses a process approach to
address a variety of writing formats and circumstances.
Rabinal Achi Dennis Tedlock 2003-09-04 Here is one of the most important
surviving works of pre-Columbian civilization, Rabinal Achi, a Mayan drama set a
century before the arrival of the Spanish, produced by the translator of the best
selling Popol Vuh. The first direct translation into English from Quiché Maya, based
on the original text, Rabinal Achi is the story of city-states, war, and nobility, of
diplomacy, mysticism, and psychic journeys. Cawek of the Forest People has been

captured by Man of Rabinal, who serves a ruler named Lord Five Thunder. Cawek
is a renegade, a warrior who has inflicted much suffering on Rabinal. Yet he is also
the son of the lord of the allied city of Quiché--a noble who once fought alongside
Man of Rabinal. The drama presents the confrontation between the two during the
trial of Cawek, who defies his captors and proudly accepts death by beheading.
Dennis Tedlock's translation is clear and vivid; more than that, it is rooted in an
understanding of how the play is actually performed. Despite being banned for
centuries by Spanish authorities, it survived in actual practice, and is still
performed in the town of Rabinal today. Tedlock's photographs and diagrams
accompany the text, capturing nuances not apparent in the dialogue alone. He
also provides an introduction and commentary that explain the historical events
compressed into the play, the Spanish influence on the Mayan dramatic tradition,
and the cultural and religious world preserved in this remarkable play. Rabinal Achi
ranks as a classic of Mayan literature--and a rare window on a world that had yet
to be invaded by Europeans. Dennis Tedlock brings this drama to life in all its
richness.
20th Century History of Steubenville and Jefferson County, Ohio and
Representative Citizens Joseph Beatty Doyle 2021-09-09 This work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread
and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
American Journalism 1690-1940 Frederic Hudson 2000 This set reprints three
famous but now hard-to-obtain works that recount the development of American
journalism from its beginnings in the seventeenth century up to 1940. Together
these books outline nearly 300 years' worth of changes in production techniques,
journalistic practices and distribution methods. Available as a collection, the three
titles are also sold separately, either as two-volume sets priced at $250.00/Y [Can.
$375.00/Y] or in their component volumes at $125.00/Y [Can. $188.00/Y]:
Journalism in the United Statesfrom 1690-1872Frederic Hudson (1873) Two
Volume Set: 840pp: 0 415 24142 1 Volume One: 420pp: 0 415 22889 1 Volume

Two: 420pp: 0 415 22890 5 The Daily Newspaper in America: The Evolution of a
Social InstrumentAlfred McClung Lee (1937) Two Volume Set: 812pp: 0 415
24143 X Volume One: 406pp: 0 415 22891 3 Volume Two: 406pp: 0 415 22892 1
American Journalism: A History of Newspapers in the United States through 250
years, 1690-1940Frank Luther Mott (1941) Two Volume Set: 782pp: 0 415 24144
8 Volume One: 391pp: 0 415 22893 X Volume Two: 0 415 22894 8
Southern Pacific Lines Henry E. Bender 2013 Southern Pacific and its predecessor
railroads constructed and maintained depots throughout their territory. Between
1877 and 1894, a series of 26 numbered standard plans for depots was
developed, and each plan was successively in use for a few years. By the
beginning of the 20th century, there were more than 600 SP depots and telegraph
offices. By then, many older depots, as well as most new ones at that time, had
been or would be built to these standards. This book describes those depots. "The
story of depots in SP's far-flung territory is an interesting one: when they were built,
what they looked like, and when they were destroyed or were saved. Particularly
for smaller communities, the depot was once an integral part of local life, so the life
stories of these depots are an integral part of town history. "In addition to the 26
numbered standard depot designs, SP also built a number of other de facto
standard depots, such as the colonnade style, and several such designs are

described here. Also included are a group of stuccoed depots, modernized from
older buildings, as well as standard-design depots built by predecessor railroads,
such as the El Paso & Southwestern. Southern Pacific built each depot with an eye
to what was expected to be needed. The overall size of the depot often reflected
current or anticipated town size. The agent had quarters upstairs in a two-story
depot, essential in places where suitable local housing was not available, but
otherwise a one-story depot would be built. Freight rooms were sized according to
the expected volume of business. Well-known depot historian Henry Bender has
extensively researched this subject, and presents here an authoritative account of
hundreds of SP standard depots, illustrated with a fine collection of photographs.
The jacket painting is by noted railroad artist John R. Signor.
Discovering the Mysteries of Ancient America Frank Joseph 2006-01-01 In
Discovering the Mysteries of Ancient America, the author of The Atlantis
Encyclopedia turns his sextant towards this hemisphere. Here is a collection of the
most controversial articles selected from seventy issues of the infamous Ancient
American magazine. They range from the discovery of Roman relics in Arizona
and California's Chinese treasure, to Viking rune-stones in Minnesota and
Oklahoma and the mysterious religions of ancient Americans.
Planter and Sugar Manufacturer

1915
Cultures of Development Jonathan Warren 2016-11-25 The North Atlantic
development establishment has had a blemished track record over the past 65
years. In addition to a sizeable portfolio of failure, the few economic success
stories in the developing world, such as South Korea and China, have been
achieved by rejecting the advice of Western experts. Despite these realities,
debates within mainstream development studies have stagnated around a narrow,
acultural emphasis on institutions or the size and role of government. Cultures of
Development uses a contrapuntal comparison of Vietnam and Brazil to show why it
is important for development scholars and practitioners to broaden their
conceptualization of economies to include the socio-cultural. This smartly written
book based on original, ethnographic research breathes new life into development
studies by bringing cultural studies into conversation with development studies,
with an emphasis on improving—rather than merely critiquing—market economies.
The applied deployment of critical development studies, i.e., interpretive
economics, results in a number of theoretical advances in both development and
areas studies, demonstrating the economic importance of certain kinds of cultural
work carried out by religious leaders, artists, activists, and educators. Most
importantly, the reader comes to fully appreciate how economies are embedded

within the subjectivities, discourses, symbols, rituals, norms, and values of a given
society. This pioneering book revives development practice and policy by offering
fresh insights and ideas about how development can be advanced. It will be of
special interest to scholars and students of Development Studies, Sociology,
Economics, Anthropology, and Area Studies.
Produce Traffic & Trains Jeff Wilson 2018-08-01 From the late 1800s to the 1960s,
the railroad industry faced a unique challenge: What was the best way to ship
fresh produce across the U.S. to prevent spoiling? Produce Traffic & Trains looks
at the development of refrigerator cars and how their development led to widescale growing and shipping of produce. Covered topics include: The development
of refrigerator cars, car fleets, and produce terminals. Harvesting, loading,
shipping, and delivering fresh produce, and later frozen products. Running express
trains, making ice and icing stations, and carrying out perishable operations.
Building Chicago's Subways David Sadowski 2018 While the elevated Chicago
Loop is justly famous as a symbol of the city, the fascinating history of its subways
is less well known. The City of Chicago broke ground on what would become the
"Initial System of Subways" during the Great Depression and finished 20 years
later. This gigantic construction project, a part of the New Deal, would overcome
many obstacles while tunneling through Chicago's soft blue clay, under congested

downtown streets, and even beneath the mighty Chicago River. Chicago's first
rapid transit subway opened in 1943 after decades of wrangling over routes,
financing, and logistics. It grew to encompass the State Street, DearbornMilwaukee, and West Side Subways, with the latter modernizing the old Garfield
Park "L" into the median of Chicago's first expressway. Take a trip underground
and see how Chicago's "I Will" spirit overcame challenges and persevered to help
with the successful building of the subways that move millions. Building Chicago's
subways was national news and a matter of considerable civic pride--making it a
"Second City" no more
North Carolina 1988 All of us, at one time or another, have had a strong desire to
be able to get into a time machine and be transported magically to an earlier place
and time. Science has not yet produced for us such a time machine, but the
Federal Writers Project (FWP), a division of the Works Progress Administration,
did produce for prosperity guides to all of the old 48 states. Using talented local
researchers and writers the FWP created an image of America fifty plus years ago.
North Carolina: The WPA Guide to the Old North State is a reprint of the original
WPA guide. It contains a calendar of events and sections on the natural setting,
Indians, history, Negroes, agriculture, modes of travel, industry and labor,
education, religion, sports and recreation, folkways and folklore. A section on the

principal cities and towns, their history and interesting facts about the present-day
communities, and points of interest are included.
Chinati Marianne Stockebrand 2020-03-10 A beautiful book on the famed Chinati
Foundation in Marfa, Texas
When Boston Rode the EL Frank Cheney 2000 The Boston Elevated Railway
broke ground in 1899 for a new transit service that opened in 1901, providing a
seven-mile elevated railway that connected Dudley Street Station in Roxbury and
Sullivan Square Station in Charlestown, two huge multilevel terminals. When the
EL, as it was popularly known, opened for service, it provided an unencumbered
route high above the surging traffic of Boston, until it went underground through
the city. The new trains of the EL were elegant coaches of African mahogany,
bronze hardware, plush upholstered seats, plate glass windows, and exteriors of
aurora red with silver gilt striping and slate grey roofs. They stopped at ten equally
distinguished train stations, designed by the noted architect Alexander Wadsworth
Longfellow. All of this elegance, let alone convenience, could be had for the price
of a five-cent ticket. The popularity of the EL was instantaneous. The railway
continued to provide transportation service high above Boston's streets until 1987,
when it was unfortunately ended after 86 years of elevated operation. Today, the
squealing wheels of the Elevated trains, the rocking coaches, the fascinating

views, and the fanciful copper-roofed stations of the line are a missing part of the
character of Boston, when one could ride high above the city for a nickel.
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